Forte Supply Chain Solutions is a software solutions company, bridging the software
& implementation gap in-and-between sectors in the supply chain.
Our purpose is to improve & empower businesses through bridging the gap.
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Currently, the Forte Solutions group consists of four main
divisions. Forte Data Solutions provides a web-based platform
that facilitates integration for different software partners of each
division via the platform FLOW.
Forte Transport Solutions is the sole accredited provider of the
customisable transport management system Datatim, a certified
implementation partner for Omnitracs which is a tactical routing
tool to optimize daily delivery and service operations. An
implementation and first line support partner for Fastvan last-mile
execution software and FLOW Mobility, custom driver and mobile
worker force forms application.
Forte Warehouse Solutions is the accredited provider of ADOR
warehouse management systems, MACRO warehouse and
container management systems and web-based warehouse
management system CQuential.

At Forte Solutions, we believe in advancing lean and effective
operations within all departments of the supply chain we
approach. Forte Solutions places emphasis on triggering a
company from inside to clear unnecessary hassles by applying
the relevant software system. Project managers approach each
software implementation by fully understanding each venture’s
struggles, observing from an industry perspective and then
selecting the best software fit for each project.
We strive to add value to our clients by making them more
effectiveness, reduce duplication and empower better decision
making.
Currently, offices are located in Johannesburg, Cape Town and
Namibia servicing our clients throughout the Southern Africa region.
We make supply chain software impactful.

Forte Inventory Solutions is responsible for retail inventory
control by providing outsourced retail stock takes.

BRIDGING THE SOFTWARE GAP
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FORTE Data Solutions provides
integration platform-as-a-service via its
cloud-based platform FLOW which
enables users to connect applications
regadless of whether they are on
premises or in the cloud.
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FLOW acts as a cutting-edge, cloud-based intergration platform
which provides flexibility and speed with complete
industry-standard intergration options. It is a powerful
communications portal fluent in a wide variety of data transfer
protocols and standards. FLOW moves data across enterprises
seamlessly, connecting different roleplayers into one cohesive
FLOW platform.

Datatim specialises in the development of customised software
solutions for the logistics industry. The system functionality
ranges from operational admin & scheduling to invoicing and
integration with financial ERP.

FORTE Transport Solutions makes
use of different partners to optimise
the use of software to cater for all
departments within a transport
company.

FASTVAN
GLOBAL LOGISTICS SOFTWARE

Fastvan’s SaaS helps companies optimize and automate all the
core transportation functions (orders management, sourcing
carriers, planning, optimizing and execution, settlement, visibility
and reporting) and in doing so it helps companies reduce their
transportation costs through optimization. Fastvan assists
haulers gain greater visibility and achieve customer satisfaction.

FLOW Mobility takes you to the next level of visibility, allowing
every step of your mobile workforce to be recorded and reported
on. Done through a mobile forms application with a
self-maintainable design for your unique form creation.

With Omnitracs Roadnet Transportation Suite, there is a smarter
way to route your day. This versatile enterprise or stand-alone
solution gives your routers an effective, tactical routing tool to
optimize daily delivery and service operations in just minutes, not
hours. Integrating Omnitracs Roadnet with your current system is
painless

Ador-IT is a proudly SA Warehouse Management System
developer since 2010. Ador supply cost effective, turnkey
solutions for inventory management and processing.

FORTE
Warehouse
Solutions
specialises
in
inventory
management
and
processing
within different fields of warehouse
management.

Macro provides software to manage your warehouse processes
from cold store management right through to distribution for
in-house or third parties.
CQuential WMS is a sophisticated Web-based Warehouse
Management System that gives you real-time visibility of
warehouse operations enabling you to proactively identify and
respond to issues and make informed decisions. The easy-to-use
tools help you Analyse and Optimise your Inventory, Labour,
Equipment and Space. South african code-based and supported.
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FORTE Inventory Solutions aims
to provide inventory control for
retailers in Africa by making use of
integrated software and scanner tools.

Forte Inventory Solutions takes accountability from the planning
and managing all the way to the actual execution of each stock
take event. Forte in conjunction with each client's needs, shall
schedule store stock takes over the requested period and ensure
all pre-event communications and preparations are done. Forte
provides the following aspects to each event: stock take software,
SU and BIN labels, scanners and printer to ensure stock take
events can take place in any location around Africa.
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